VIRGINIA’S TRUMP SUPPORTERS – YOUR ATTENTION PLEASE
(The Republican “statement of affiliation”– a Toothless Pain)
I’ll get to the point and then fill in the details. If you choose to vote in the Virginia
Republican Primary on March 1, 2016 you will have to fill out a form in order to
vote that includes the “statement of affiliation”: “my signature below indicates that
I am a Republican.” While Virginia code (law) states a political party can require
a statement of affiliation there is no Virginia Voter Political Party Registration
requirement. Bottom line: By signing you are not held accountable to anything.
You have no commitment. According to the Republican Party of Virginia (RPV) it
is their way of preventing Democrats from voting in a Republican Primary.
Actually what the RPV wants are the data (telephone number and email address)
you can provide in signing. But you do not have to provide this information, I
won’t and neither should you.
So sign, vote, and pray Trump wins.
(Note: If there was Political Party Registration in Virginia you would have the
option of at least three (3): Democrat, Republican, Independent. As an
Independent you would have the choice of voting in one or the other party
primaries. The RPV, or at least some of its Leadership, is claiming this year’s
statement of affiliation is drafted to prevent you from voting in a Republican
primary if you are Independent. So there are grounds for a civil rights suit
against the RPV’s intent and purpose of a statement of affiliation if the purpose is
as some of the RPV have claimed.)
NOW – A BIT OF BACKGROUND
The online Merriam-Webster full definition of ‘republican’ is “one that favors or
supports a republican form of government.” The full definition of the word
‘Republican’ is “a member of a political party advocating republicanism.”
The Virginia Republican Creed reads: “
“That the free enterprise system is the most productive
supplier of human needs and economic justice
That all individuals are entitled to equal rights, justice,
and opportunities and should assume their responsibilities
as citizens in a free society
That fiscal responsibility and budgetary restraints must be
exercised at all levels of government
That the Federal Government must preserve individual
liberty by observing constitutional limitations
That peace is best preserved through a strong national
defense
That faith in God, as recognized by our Founding Fathers,
is essential to the moral fibre of the Nation”

My guess is that the content of this creed is what you believe and is why you are
voting for Trump. My observation of the Republican Party’s elected officials is
that they do not adhere to this creed.
Who is a Trump Supporter?
According to the NYT, WaPo, Republican National Committee (RNC), The
Weekly Standard, The Huffington Post, some so-called “conservative” Virginia
blogs, too-much-of-the-RPV, and a host of Republican Party ‘Leaders’, Trump
Supporters (and that includes me) are either uninformed Rubes or Democrats.
I think we know the meaning intended here of ‘Democrats’, A.K.A. liberal
progressives. Merriam Webster online defines ‘Rubes’ as “an awkward
unsophisticated person” or “an uneducated person who is usually from the
country.”
My response: So I am to admire and bow to those well-educated, city folks – the
same ones who are handing us $18+ Trillion debt (click HERE), $3.8 Trillion
annual budget (click HERE), 3503 – 4899 regulations per year (click HERE), a
bloated Federal Government that ignores the Constitution, a Legislative Branch
that has relinquished all of its responsibilities, an out-of-control Executive Branch,
and a Judiciary Branch that taken over law-making?
First, the ‘Rubes’ have reached a saturation point and entirely lack faith in the
Federal Government, and perhaps also the State and Local ones. There is a
non-violent revolution. But I sincerely fear it could become violent if the Insider
Elitists do not listen and govern according to the principles of the ‘Rubes’. And
that leads to the second aspect: Those in power, the Elite Insiders and those
who are the Party, want what they want and they expect the Rubes to go along
with them. They will do everything they can to ignore, avoid, and circumvent
what it is the Rubes, A.K.A. We the People, expect and want. The Party Insiders
have lost all sense of our Republic.
A Convention Verses a Primary
In June of 2015 I wrote an essay for an organization I belong to that was entitled
“About that RPV-SCC Quarterly Meeting (Convention vs Primary, secret Ballot,
Amicus-Curiae, etc.” Here I will talk about the part that relates to ‘Convention vs
Primary.’ If you want to read the essay then click HERE.
The gist of portion on ‘Convention vs Primary’ was to explain why 14 of the 83
SCC members who were part of the about 50 “Conservative Fellowship” SCC
members voted for a Primary instead of a Convention. The reasons included: (1)
a survey of normal people-in-the-street (probably ‘Rubes’) wanted the right to
vote in a Virginia state-wide, Republican Primary. (2) Those Rubes felt that a
Convention too readily lent to a few Insiders wanting a Convention so they could

broker who won. (2) The Rubes did not have the money or wish to take the time
to spend 12 or more hours, possibly multiple days, listening to canned speeches
and Insiders and Activists argue and manipulate. The Rubes did not think
Insiders and activists (~ max of 14,500 people selected by Republican Local Unit
Mass Meetings) were entitled to the right to deciding who would win Virginia’s
choice for the Republican Presidential Nominee for a the Republican National
Convention.
The opinion of the ‘Rubes’ does not seem to have changed. (I have done a manon-the-street survey of Wal-Mart Rubes, oops Shoppers.) They view the
Republican “statement of affiliation” to be signed in order to vote at a Republican
Primary to be the same game they feared would take place if a Convention were
held instead. The Rubes believe it is their right to openly participate and vote for
whom they support and that Conventions and Statements of Affiliation are
exclusionary efforts by the Republican Insiders. The Rubes are fed up with the
manner in which Government is being conducted and see the current Insider
Republican effort to be more of the same.
About Those Democrats Who Would Vote In a Republican Primary
Since the Republican and Democrat Primaries are at the same time the Voter
has to make a choice of which Primary in which to participate. I would hazard a
guess that hardbound Democrats will be more interested in voting for their
Democrat candidate. Lord knows there is enough debate within the Democrat
Party as for whether or not Hillary. Any Democrat who decides to vote in
Republican Primary is probably one of those Reagan Democrats who believes
things in Washington are not very good and they feel, like the Rubes that Trump
would actually change things – you know put up a fence on the U.S./Mexican
Border, stop the influx of Middle Easterners for which we do not whether not not
they are terrorists, hammer the hell out of and defeat ISIS and Al Qaeda, reform
the Federal Tax System, Reform the VA, protect the 2nd Amendment, do away
with PC, etc. (Gosh – if these are the reasons Rubes back Trump then tell me,
what is a ‘Rube.’)
A Former House of Delegates Member’s Ranting and Disingenuous
Position
A former member of the Virginia House General Assembly called Trump a
“moron.” So I guess that makes me and the other Trump supporters ‘morons’ as
well as being ‘Rubes.’ I tend to believe this former Delegate thinks the ‘morons’
and ‘Rubes’ are equivalent in meaning. This former Delegate stated he decided
not to run for 2016 because his business was suffering. So here is a man calling
a Business Billionaire a Moron – go figure. But what is most astounding about
this former Delegate is that for several years he has been preaching a slogan of
“engage and include” as a program to bring people from the Middle East, India,
Blacks, etc. into the Republican Party. But now he has stated he wants only

confirmed Republicans to be able to vote in a Republican Primary. He wants to
exclude people who classify themselves as Independents, click HERE, especially
those Rubes (Morons?) who would vote for Trump.
For me this man is just another Two-Face, Suspender-Popping Politician who
looks in the mirror and admires himself. I cannot believe or think well of such an
individual. He is one of the reasons I am for Trump.

